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Supplementary Fig. 1. Effect of generated climatic fields on NPP and surface coverage
Global patterns of NPP and surface coverage estimated by the lichen and bryophyte model for today’s
climate, in the presence of vascular plants. a) and b) correspond to a simulation forced with the original
hourly climatic fields1. c) and d) correspond to a simulation forced with hourly climatic fields generated
by the weather generator. The maps show average values over the last 50 years of a 600 year simulation
with 300 initial species.

Supplementary Note 1. Weather generator

The weather generator combines several established methods of interpolation of climate
variables: In a first step, rainfall and snowfall are disaggregated from monthly to daily
values using a Markov process for the distribution of wet days and an exponential dis-
tribution of precipitation amount2. The other daily climate variables are set to the
respective monthly value for simplicity.

To disaggregate daily into hourly rainfall we proceed as follows3: The number of rain-
fall events on any wet day is sampled from a poisson distribution, their duration and
the amount of rainfall per event are sampled from exponential distributions. For the
starting time of each event, we approximate the original beta cumulative distribution
function3 by a linear one. For rainfall events that last longer than one hour, an expo-
nential decrease of rainfall intensity during the event is assumed while the intensity of
the first hour follows a log-normal distribution4. For the disaggregation of daily into



hourly snowfall, the same method is applied. The distribution of shortwave radiation on
a given day is described as a sine wave between sunrise and sundown, with a maximum
at noon, while daylength is determined by the calendar day5. Downwelling longwave
radiation is assumed to be evenly distributed over the whole day for simplicity. The
diurnal course of air temperature is computed via the daily minimum and maximum
air temperatures, provided as monthly values by LMDZ. By assuming that minimum
air temperature occurs directly before sunrise and maximum air temperature two hours
after solar noon, a sine wave is fitted between the minimum and maximum temperature
values to obtain hourly air temperature6. To estimate hourly values of relative humid-
ity, it is assumed that the respective minimum value occurs at sunrise due to dewfall
throughout the night7. Thus, minimum relative humidity is computed as a function of
daily minimum air temperature and the saturation water vapour pressure8. Through
evaporation, relative humidity then increases during the day until sundown, when it
starts decreasing again. We use a linear function to connect the minima and maxima
of subsequent days, where the maximum daily relative humidity is fitted so that the
average humidity over the day matches the daily value from LMDZ. Hourly values of
wind speed were derived from daily values using a cosine function according to9.

To test the performance of the weather generator, the lichen and bryophyte model is
run with a multi-year hourly climatic field set1. Then, the hourly fields are averaged to
one year of monthly values and these values are interpolated back to hourly fields via the
weather generator. A second simulation is then run with these synthetic climate fields
and the results are compared to those of the first simulation. The patterns of NPP and
surface coverage look similar (Supplementary Fig. 1) and their global values do not differ
much, amounting to a coverage of 17 % and an NPP of 3.9 Gt yr−1 for the synthetic
fields and 16 % and 3.1 Gt yr−1 for the original fields, respectively. Thus, we conclude
that the hourly climatic fields produced by the weather generator are sufficiently realistic
for the purpose of our study.
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